DIRECTIONS FOR USE:
It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling.

Directions:
Flip top cap open before using.

INDOOR USE: COCKROACHES, ANTS, EARWIGS, SILVERFISH, CRICKETS, MILLIPEDES, AND CENTIPEDES. Lift open spout to desired setting and lightly coat a thin layer of dust in the areas where these pests are found or may hide such as cracks and crevices, behind and beneath stoves, refrigerators, sinks, cabinets, garbage cans, around pipes and drains, window frames, and in attics and basements. Hit insects directly where possible. Apply no more than once a week.

FLEAS: Thoroughly dust floor area of pet’s sleeping quarters, as well as surrounding cracks, crevices, baseboards, behind pictures and wherever presence of these insects is suspected.

BEDBUGS: Take bed apart. Dust into joints and channels. If hollow, such as square or round tubing, see that the interior of the framework is well dusted. Mattresses should be dusted, especially tufts, folds and edges. Picture frame molding and all cracks and crevices in the rooms should be treated.

OUTDOOR USE: EARWIGS, ANTS, CRICKETS, SLUGS, MILLIPEDES, AND CENTIPEDES. Lift open spout and lightly coat the areas where these pests are found or may hide including windows, door frames and sills, and outside of entrance ways. Apply no more than once a week.

Note: A 7 oz. container of Safer® Brand Ant & Crawling Insect Killer will provide a thorough treatment for an average home or treat a garage and basement. This container is filled to proper weight, but variations in product density may cause varying fill levels.

STORAGE & DISPOSAL
Do not contaminate water, food or feed by storage and disposal.

PESTICIDE STORAGE: Store in a cool dry area away from heat or open flame and inaccessible to children and pets.

PESTICIDE DISPOSAL AND CONTAINER HANDLING: Non-refillable container. Do not reuse or refill this container. If empty: Place in trash or offer for recycling if available. If partly filled: Call your local solid waste agency for disposal instructions. Never place unused product down any indoor or outdoor drain.

PRECAUTIONARY STATEMENTS
Hazards to Humans and Domestic Animals

CAUTION: Causes moderate eye irritation. Avoid contact with eyes. Avoid breathing dust. Use adequate ventilation. Wear suitable dust mask when using this product during prolonged exposure.

FIRST AID
IF IN EYES:
- Hold eye open and rinse slowly and gently with water for 15-20 minutes. Remove contact lenses, if present, after the first 5 minutes, then continue rinsing eye.
- Call a poison control center or doctor for treatment advice.

Have the product container or label with you when calling a poison control center or doctor or going for treatment. You may also contact 1-800-858-7378 for emergency medical treatment.

Note: Seller warrants that this product complies with the specifications expressed in this label. To the extent consistent with applicable law, Seller makes no other warranties, and disclaims all other warranties, express or implied, including but not limited to warranties of merchantability and fitness for the intended purpose. To the extent consistent with applicable law, Seller’s liability or default, breach or failure under this label shall be limited to the amount of the purchase price. To the extent consistent with applicable law, Seller shall have no liability for consequential damages.
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ACTIVE INGREDIENT: BY WT.
Silicon Dioxide from Diatomaceous Earth... 77.69%
OTHER INGREDIENTS:................................. 22.31%
Total ........................................................ 100.00%

NET CONTENTS: 7oz (.2kg)